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If we intend to speculate about the effects of the bursting of the higher
education bubble, we can gain some insight by examining universities that
are already shrinking. The University of California (UC) system’s state
appropriation, for example, has decreased by almost a billion dollars since
2007–2008. According to a July 2011 UC system document, the system has
cut costs in response: “UC has implemented layoffs, consolidated and
eliminated programs, increased class sizes, delayed faculty hiring, reduced
levels and hours of service,” and found “administrative efficiencies.” The
system is saying that it has cut everything it can, believe it or not, and as a
last resort has increased tuition in order to maintain “quality.”1
Quality? Is the University of California getting back to the basics of its
core mission? The overall mission of the ten UC campuses is that they “open
their doors to all who work hard and dream big. Through its teaching,
research and public service, UC drives California’s economy and leads the
world in new directions.”2 Behind these generalities is the work of a pretty
serious November 2010 report from UC’s sci-fi-sounding “Commission on
the Future.” “The future cannot be avoided,” the commission argues
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prudently enough, and takes as its central theme the need to set real priorities
in a future of smaller budgets.3
Among its many recommendations, the commission seeks to reduce students’
“time to degree,” which they say could be accomplished if more instructors taught
core course requirements and fewer electives, since many students today cannot
find room in the classes they need for graduation. Time to degree is a key factor
when thinking about the higher education bubble. UC Riverside’s four-year
graduation rate is 39 percent; at Davis the rate is 50 percent.4 Nationally, the
four-year graduation rate for public universities in 2008 was only 29 percent, and
the six-year rate was only 54.7 percent.5 As more prospective students—and their
parents—realize just how much of young people’s lives is spent pursuing college
degrees rather than other things, more will opt for the alternatives. Yet, if colleges
can prove that they can get students through a bachelor’s degree in four years
without sacrificing “quality,” more prospective students will stay in the college
admissions market. After all, two to four extra years spent earning money rather
than paying tuition is a good deal.
Reducing time to degree is not just a matter of meeting the
expectation that a four-year degree will take most students four years
to earn. It also demonstrates that a college actually knows what it’s
doing with its curriculum—admitting the kind of students who are best
matched to the programs that are offered, retaining them, and giving
them the resources they need to succeed. The fact that so many colleges
have such poor graduation rates offers a huge locus of impetus for
curricular improvement.
0
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The UC commission admirably points out that reducing time to degree is a
matter best determined by the faculty and is an issue that requires serious
curricular thought: “Re-examining the curriculum to prune and rationalize
requirements, especially at the department level, will require an investment of
faculty time.”6 Rationalizing requirements is no small matter; it requires
investigation of the knowledge most worth having, an eternal question about
which one may read many books, even some good ones.7
But does the UC commission really mean to prune requirements? Sadly,
the answer is yes. In the words of the commission’s recommendation,
pruning entails “re-examining curriculum requirements and policies to ensure
that they are not overly burdensome.”8 It’s easy, I guess, to let students
ricochet their way through college, pinball style, simply amassing a magic
number of credit hours by hitting enough of the bumpers. On the faculty side
of the equation, if not enough instructors are teaching the required courses,
the path of least resistance is to abolish the requirements—not to ensure that
more professors (or even graduate students) teach them.
Economically, however, abolishing electives is the better choice. Having a
full faculty member teach an upper-level elective course to a small number of
undergraduates is expensive compared with having that individual lead a
large section of a lower-level required course. As the air seeps out of the
higher education bubble and colleges feel the pressure to focus on the core
mission, I see some colleges dramatically reducing electives rather than
pruning requirements. For schools that focus on general education, that will
mean more emphasis on “core curriculum”; for schools that focus on helping
students find specialized jobs, that will mean more emphasis on each
student’s major.
The intellectual consequence of having electives is a matter of debate
going back more than a century. In 1900, a generation or so into Harvard’s
decision to emphasize electives, one critic said:
The average youth will always neglect the hard thing and choose the easiest
study. For instance, he will neglect Latin, Greek, and mathematics and
prefer in their place something light and easy. Harvard approves, nay,
6
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coddles him, for his poor choice, and gives him an A.B. if he knows nothing
but a French comedy or the chemical properties of animal fat. Such a
graduate is certainly not an educated person….[Harvard] President Eliot is
a proof of my statement. His mind, as shown in his zigzag argument [for
electives], reminds me of a “buckled saw” which…twists in the hand and
will not cut the wood.9
Yet, on the other side of the argument, we have a university model
where students are free adults, where universities no longer function in
loco parentis, where taking your chances in the marketplace of ideas
means the prospect of following intellectual paths that are bankrupt or
likely to be useless, but where you might make an intellectual
connection that really takes you somewhere. If you are a gender studies
major who also wants to learn about animal fat, who am I to say
whether you’re making a mistake? If the gender studies department
thinks an elective in animal fat is worth your time, why should I
second-guess the department?
So, is student choice fundamental to an academic “core,” or is something
else at the heart of the mission of the modern or postmodern university? Let’s
look at the mission statements of some universities to find out.
The Idea of a Research University

In its “Philosophy of Purpose,” posted on the UC Davis website, the word
“education” appears eight times, “knowledge” six times, “teaching” four
times, and “learning” twice. “Diversity” appears twice in the context of
disciplinary diversity and only once in the sense of a diverse student body
“consonant with the citizenry of California.” For example,
UC Davis offers a diverse array of post-baccalaureate programs. Drawing
upon the wide range of specialized academic fields, stimulating
cross-disciplinary approaches, and using its distinctive graduate groups, a
“Dr. [Henry A.] Brann Attacks Harvard,” New York Times, June 27, 1900, http://query.nytimes.com/mem/
archive-free/pdf?res=F0061EF7385D12738DDDAE0A94DE405B808CF1D3. Today at Harvard, even the core
courses have much of the character of electives. For example, a Harvard student can fulfill the general education
requirement in Aesthetic and Interpretive Understanding this year by taking any of twenty courses or an
additional twenty-five cross-listed courses. Instead of studying French comedy, students can enroll in AI 26,
“Race, Gender, and Performance,” and read Eve Ensler, Ntozake Shange, Judith Butler, Anna Deavere Smith,
Cherríe Moraga, David Henry Hwang, Bertolt Brecht, and Guillermo Gómez-Peña in order to discuss
“transgressive and normative gender, feminist and queer theatre, athletics, gender in everyday life, drag, AIDS,
and weddings”; http://webdocs.registrar.fas.harvard.edu/courses/AestheticandInterpretiveUnderstanding.html.
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structure that permits students to pursue lines of inquiry that cross
traditional disciplinary lines, UC Davis continues to follow and redefine
the mandate of a major research university.10
So, if a major research university such as UC Davis is looking for peripheral
activities to cut, pruning neither requirements nor electives looks like a first
choice. When there is so much interdisciplinary teaching and inquiry going
on, it’s hard to tell the difference between central activities and mere
electives. If students really learn something from connecting diverse areas of
knowledge, perhaps in the style of Hermann Hesse’s Magister Ludi, why
prune any courses in the first place and thereby nip interesting new ideas in
the bud? In contrast, it would be consistent with the mission of UC Davis to
look for cuts in areas of less emphasis and centrality, and budget cutters
could point directly to the university’s own philosophy of purpose for their
rationale.
Heather Mac Donald has recently argued, however, that many of the UC
schools have “diversity machines” that focus on identity groups rather than
intellectual and disciplinary diversity and that they are more likely to keep
growing like kudzu than to be rooted out.11 In a time of budget cuts and a
lack of data showing very much (if any) bang for the buck in social and
cultural diversity programs, perhaps this is an area for pruning.12 Indeed, UC
Davis has an Office of Campus Community Relations and a Campus Council
on Community and Diversity, which released a “Diversity Campus Action
Plan” with an outline of a “Hate Free Campus Initiative” in 2010.13 I am not
arguing that the plan and initiative do not have merit. But if the choice is
between an academic course and administrative and other costs involved
with the “Annual Principles of Community Celebration Week,” the
“Reaffirming Ethnic Awareness and Cultural Harmony (REACH) Retreat,”
the “Hate-Free Campus Distinguished Speakers Series,” the “Campus
10
Office of the Registrar, UC Davis, “Philosophy of Purpose,” Mission Statement, http://registrar.
ucdavis.edu/ucdwebcatalog/mission.html.
11
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12
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Community Book Project,” and the various UC-sponsored ideological
activities of the Cross Cultural Center,14 which would a prudent citizen
want UC Davis to choose? Which choice is more central to the university’s
real mission?
An additional problem is that the university’s mission may say one thing,
but its practices all too often demonstrate something else. The UC Davis
School of Medicine has made the UC Davis “Principles of Community”
mandatory since 2010, subjecting students to academic probation if they fail
to “acknowledge that our society carries within it historical and deep-rooted
misunderstandings and biases,” show “the highest standards of civility,”
show “courtesy, sensitivity and respect,” “cherish the richness contributed to
our lives by our diversity,” or base their actions on “caring.”15 In addition,
the university’s “Sustainable 2nd Century” website claims that it springs
from “UC Davis’ long-term commitment to environmental, economic and
social sustainability.”16 This moral, social, economic, and environmental
agenda is not actually to be found in the university’s mission statement. To
be sure, the mission statement emphasizes study of the “environment” (three
times), but not from such an ideological point of view.
At any rate, it seems that UC Davis has been thinking a lot about pruning
administration in general, if not cultural diversity and sustainability programs
in particular. In a February 2011 report, the university acknowledged that
“over 70% of campus expenses are for personnel costs,” and that at least
“450–500 staff positions” were on the chopping block.17 This includes a line
item to “consolidate, close or outsource services that are not mandated or are
not unique or core to UC Davis.”18 At a university like UC Davis, focusing
on the core mission means emphasizing education, knowledge, teaching,
UC Davis Cross Cultural Center, “About Us,” http://ccc.ucdavis.edu/about.html.
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learning, disciplinary diversity—and cutting administration. If UC Davis is
going to be honest about its true mission, a lot of the cultural diversity and
sustainability administrators should be the ones to go, leaving in place the
necessary support staff for the university’s academic mission. The alternatives
are to lie about the university’s mission, to ignore it, or to change it to reflect
what the university really values.

The Idea of a Social Justice University

How about a private, metropolitan institution like Roosevelt University in
Chicago? Roosevelt presents a valuable point of comparison because it also
is shrinking, with an expected $7.8 million “budget shortfall” due to much
lower student enrollment projections than expected for 2011–2012.19
According to its mission statement,
Roosevelt University is a national leader in educating socially conscious
citizens for active and dedicated lives as leaders in their professions and
their communities….Deeply rooted in practical scholarship and principles
of social justice expressed as ethical awareness, leadership development,
economic progress and civic engagement, Roosevelt University encourages
community partnerships and prepares its diverse graduates for responsible
citizenship in a global society.20
Here you have a very different kind of university. Nevertheless, Roosevelt’s
six-year graduation rate is only 38 percent,21 and when it comes time for
Roosevelt to prove that it is worth yearly tuition and fees totaling $25,000
(plus $11,508 for room and board),22 one would only expect that it would
refocus around its core mission of social justice. Electives that are less
relevant to this mission are going to go first.
It should not be much of a surprise, then, that the Roosevelt Adjunct Faculty
Organization (RAFO) recently estimated that the university’s 2011–2012 budget
“would cut 235 classes from the fall schedule, reduce courses taught by adjunct
Patrick Garrett, “Budget Cuts Target Education,” Roosevelt Torch, July 6, 2011,
http://www.roosevelttorch.com/sections/news/budget-cuts-target-education-1.2604124.
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faculty by 22%, and ‘cut an estimated 75 part-time teachers.’”23 But RAFO Vice
President Jen Sarno is trying to make the old “electives” argument stick by
aligning it with Roosevelt’s central mission: “Students should have as many
[class] choices as possible,” she argues, to “maximize fairness and fulfill the
Social Justice principles the University was founded on.”24
This argument might work, and it might have the added benefit of
returning Roosevelt to its first principles. Which electives truly serve the
university’s mission, and which ones are truly optional? Unlike a school that
focuses primarily on knowledge creation and dissemination—“lead[ing] the
world in new directions,” as the UC system advertises—Roosevelt probably
does not need to worry much about disciplinary diversity. Roosevelt
University is not a major research university, nor does it need to be. To be
sure, Roosevelt students would lose out on some of their intellectual options
if certain areas of study were to disappear, but perhaps these are more of the
animal fat variety, and the fat must be cut.
The Roosevelt adjuncts are also trying to persuade the administration to
cut its own fat. At a June 2011 “vigil,” adjunct faculty members shouted,
“Chop, chop, chop from the top!”25 But the administration of what Heather
Mac Donald calls the “diversity machine” will remain for a long time to
come because it is at the center of this university.
The point of this comparison is to demonstrate that when the higher education
bubble bursts, each university will react in its own way. The natural prediction is
that universities will retreat into their core values and mission. For some, such as
UC Davis, this will mean the goals of the classic research and teaching
university; for places like Roosevelt, it will mean diversity and social justice
programming. For other schools, it will mean an actual “core curriculum”; for
yet others, specialized vocational programs. Some presidents will make
budgetary mistakes that cut into the core, and then be properly chastised when
the campus community rises up to protect what they thought the university had
been offering. Roosevelt, which has no classics department, nevertheless has
interdisciplinary programs in social justice studies and women’s and gender
studies. These would seem to be the very last things to cut.26 In contrast, if UC
Garrett, “Budget Cuts Target Education.”
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Davis is honest about its own mission, it is hard to imagine how its classics
program (which now includes studies in Arabic, Hebrew, and Hindi/Urdu) could
ever be expendable.27
The U.S. higher education market is quite variegated and specialized
already, but a shrinking supply of tuition and government dollars will further
differentiate the market. Students, their parents, and government subsidizers
are going to demand that each university do a better job of proving that it is
living up to its stated mission and graduating students in accordance with that
mission. Some employers of college graduates want targeted job skills
matched with specific majors—or at least enough skills so that new
employees won’t need remedial help in reading, writing, and thinking.
Others want well-rounded graduates with open minds who can read, write,
and think for themselves.
How many employers will want students whose education didn’t open
their minds but instead indoctrinated them with particular ideological views
and “social justice” values? Is there enough of a market for that kind of
college graduate, or will we see more such schools close, as Antioch did?
Time will tell.
I predict that as universities shrink and higher education loses air—more
like a hissing tire than a bursting bubble—the pressure of competition will
rise as we’ve never seen it before, and colleges will feel the need to make
clear what their core missions are and what they really stand for.

27
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